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Abstract 9 

Binary alkali borate glasses R2O-B2O3 (R = Li, Na or K) are a model system for oxide glasses due to the major 10 
modification of their structure and properties with alkali concentration. The present study correlates optical absorption 11 
and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy data on binary alkali borate glasses containing Cu2+ in the 12 
range 10-33 mol%. These glasses show a color change from light cyan to sky blue with increasing alkali content. The 13 
chemical dependence of the spectroscopic properties of Cu2+ in alkali borate glasses is different from what is observed 14 
for other divalent transition metal ions (Ni2+, Co2+): (i) there is no change in the coordination of Cu2+ as a function of 15 
alkali content, confirming that tetrahedral Cu2+ is rather rare in oxide materials; (ii) as a consequence, the color change 16 
of Cu2+-containing glasses as a function of their chemical composition remains limited; (iii) cation field strength does 17 
not significantly influence the spectroscopic properties of Cu2+, the alkali content being the main chemical parameter 18 
governing Cu2+ speciation in these glasses; (iv) there is no clustering of Cu2+ ions in low-alkali borate glasses. By 19 
correlating the data obtained from optical absorption spectroscopy and from EPR, information is gained on the 20 
variation of Cu site geometry as a function of the alkali content of the glass. In low-alkali glasses, the Cu2+ sites show a 21 
higher distortion than in high-alkali glasses and their coordination geometry is less distributed. This may indicate a link 22 
with the rigid superstructural borate units of these glasses. The spectroscopic parameters of Cu2+ in low-alkali glasses 23 
show also a noteworthy similarity with those of aqueous Cu2+ complexes. The smaller site distortion in high-alkali 24 
glasses is accompanied by a more covalent character of the π Cu2+-O bonds, resulting from a weakening of the B-O 25 
bonds due to the progressive conversion of [3]B to [4]B with increasing alkali content. The color changes from light cyan 26 
to sky blue due to the increase in absorption efficiency in the red portion of the visible spectrum. Indeed, in high-alkali 27 
glasses, a greater distribution of the Cu2+ sites causes a broadening of the Cu2+ absorption band. These modifications 28 
are explained by considering the influence of axial ligands on the distortion of Cu2+ sites. The intensity of this axial 29 
distortion governs the anisotropy of the Cu2+ sites, even if the contribution of axial ligands to the local charge balance 30 
of Cu2+ remains minor. The Cu2+ speciation in alkali borate glasses derived from this spectroscopic approach is 31 
consistent with a bond-valence model. As Cu2+ is used widely as a structural probe in crystals and glasses, such a bond-32 
valence approach may shed light on the local environment of Cu2+ in oxide glasses. 33 
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1. Introduction 38 

 39 

By contrast to most glasses, which are considered to have only a short range ordered structure, borate glasses 40 

show some medium range order due to the presence of rigid superstructural units [1], based on an arrangement of 3- 41 

and 4-coordinated boron (referred hereafter to as [3]B and [4]B, respectively). Up to a Na2O/B2O3 ratio of about 0.5, B-42 

coordination in oxide melts and glasses varies with composition, temperature and pressure. The coexistence of [3]B and 43 

[4]B causes borate glasses to exhibit unique structure-property relationships, because of the complex interplay between 44 

these two B coordination states and the other glass components. This medium range order in binary alkali borate 45 

glasses varies with the alkali content [2]. The boron coordination change from [3]B to [4]B with increasing alkali content 46 

modifies the local structure of the glasses, as the alkali ions associated to B turn from a modifying to a charge-47 

compensating role. As a consequence, alkali borate glasses exhibit important modifications of their physical and 48 

chemical properties as a function of cation content and cation field strength [3]. 49 

When containing transition metal ions, binary alkali borate and borosilicate glasses exhibit a spectacular color 50 

change as a function of the alkali nature and content, which has been mostly approached in the past through optical 51 

absorption spectroscopy [4,5]. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) has provided structural scenarios explaining such 52 

color changes, e.g. in Ni- and Co-containing alkali borate glasses, in which these elements exist only in the divalent 53 

state. The correlation between optical absorption spectroscopy and XAS has shown the importance of 5-coordination of 54 

Ni2+ in oxide glasses [6,7]. The color due to Ni2+ in alkali borate glasses varies from green in 10 mol% R2O to glasses 55 

to brown at higher alkali content and even deep purple at high K2O content, due to the progressive conversion of Ni2+ 56 

from 6- to 5- and 4-fold coordination [7,8]. This sensitivity to the concentration and field strength of the alkali explains 57 

the large palette of colors of Ni-containing alkali borate glasses. Later studies have shown that the geometry of the Co2+ 58 

site shows a similar chemical dependence in the same borate glass compositions: there is a decrease in the coordination 59 

number of Co2+ from 6 to 5 and 4 with increasing alkali levels and decreasing field strength of the alkali. This causes 60 

the color to vary from pink to blue in 10% R2O and 30% R2O glasses, respectively, due to the conversion of Co2+ from 61 

6- to 5- and 4-fold coordination [9]. Here too, decreasing the alkali field strength (from Li+ to K+) enhances the 62 

formation of low coordinated sites. Similarly to 3d elements, the coordination number of uranyl groups in borate 63 

glasses decreases with increasing glass alkalinity, as shown by the smaller number of equatorial ligands measured by 64 

X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) [10]. 65 
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It is interesting to investigate the behavior of other divalent transition metal ions in alkali borate glasses, as a 66 

function of the alkali content or of the alkali field strength. Copper may exist in glasses under oxidation states usually 67 

ranging between 0 and +2 [4,5] and Cu2+, a d9 ion causes the well-known blue to green color of glasses and crystals [4]. 68 

By contrast, Cu0 metallic nanoparticles cause an intense red coloration [4] and Cu+ does not give rise to any glass 69 

coloration, as it is a d10 ion [11]. As Cu2+ has only one half-filled electronic orbital, this 3d9 configuration gives rise to a 70 

relatively simple energy level structure with one ground state 2Eg and one excited state 2T2g in regular octahedral fields 71 

[11]. Divalent copper spectroscopy has been extensively investigated in glasses since the pioneering studies of Hosono 72 

and coworkers [12-14]. The colors caused by Cu2+ in glasses vary between blue and cyan, as in stained glasses [15,16] 73 

or antique tesserae [17]. Variations in the intensity of the crystal field are not the only reason for this change of color. 74 

Octahedral Cu2+ ions undergo a Jahn-Teller distortion that also affects glass color. Cu2+ ions constitute a useful 75 

spectroscopic probe of the local structure of glasses [12,13]. In addition, recent studies on Na borate glasses show an 76 

original sensitivity of Cu2+ spectroscopy to the influence of other doping impurities in borate glasses [14,18]. 77 

Numerical modeling [19,20] shows an elongation by 3 to 16% of the axial Cu-O bonds, as a result of a Jahn 78 

Teller effect, a value close to the 10% axial elongation of the Cu2+ site substituted in crystalline lithium borates [21]. In 79 

glasses, the focus has been mostly on specific borate glasses within a limited range of alkalis, therefore leaving aside 80 

questions regarding the differences between low- (< 20 mol% alkalis) and high-alkali glasses [12,13,22]. The origin of 81 

these differences still raises questions. As EPR provides evidence of a modification of the Cu2+ sites between low- and 82 

high-borate glasses, XAS does not evidence any sharp change, though the presence of Cu+ may limit an accurate use of 83 

this technique [23]. Moreover, optical absorption data are still scarce, especially in the near infrared. In this work, we 84 

determine the relation between EPR and optical absorption spectroscopy data in binary Li-, Na- and K-borate glasses, 85 

by considering the influence of the alkali concentration, in the range 10-33 mol% alkali oxides, and of the alkali field 86 

strength. This structural information is compared to the surrounding of Cu2+ in crystalline borates and with structural 87 

scenarios expected from from a bond-valence modeling. These data show that Cu2+ occurs in axially elongated 88 

octahedra, the position of the axial ligands being dependent on the links between the Cu-sites and the borate framework. 89 

The absence of a clear coordination change of Cu2+ in alkali borate glasses limits a strong variation of the color with 90 

glass composition and is a major difference with what is observed for Co2+ and Ni2+, due to the different electronic 91 

properties of these ions. 92 

 93 
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 94 

2. Experimental methods 95 

 96 

We synthesized, by a melt quenching technique, binary alkali borate glasses, nX2O – (1-n) B2O3, where X is Li, 97 

Na or K and n ranges from 0.1 to 0.33. Each batch of 3g consisted of reagent grade CuO, alkali carbonate (Li2CO3, 98 

Na2CO3, K2CO3) and H3BO3. The raw materials were dehydrated overnight, at temperatures ranging from 150°C to 99 

350°C and mixed together in an agate mortar. The resulting powder was then melted in a platinum crucible under 100 

ambient atmosphere at 1100°C for 2 h. The glass was reground and re-melted for 2 h at 1100 ° C. It was then cast 101 

between two copper plates, annealed for 2 h at 20°C below the glass transition temperature of each glass and stored in 102 

paraffin oil to prevent hydration. The X-ray amorphous nature of the glasses was checked by X-ray diffraction (Fig. 103 

S1). Glass plates were shaped for EPR spectroscopy. Table 1 summarizes the composition of the samples synthesized. 104 

 105 

Table 1. Nominal composition of the alkali borate glasses investigated (mol%). The samples were added 0.2 mol% 106 

CuO for each batch. 107 

 B2O3 Li2O Na2O K2O 

LiB10  90 10   

LiB14 86 14    

LiB21 80 21   

LiB25 75 25   

LiB33 67 33    

NaB10 90  10   

NaB14 86  14   

NaB25 75  25   

NaB33 67  33   

KB10 90   10 

KB14 86   14 

KB25 75   25 

KB33 67   33 
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 108 

Optical absorption spectroscopy analyses were performed on glass sections mechanically polished on both sides. 109 

The thickness of the polished slabs was determined by an Olympus ultrasound gauge 45MG-X-MT-E. Optical 110 

absorption spectra were recorded at room temperature using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 1050 UV–Visible-NIR 111 

spectrophotometer in transmission mode in the range of 300–3300 nm (33330–3030 cm−1). The absorption spectra, 112 

corrected from reflection at the glass surface, were normalized to sample thickness. 113 

For Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) measurements, the glasses were shaped as cylinders for a measure 114 

in silica (Suprasil) tubes for X-band. The EPR signals were collected using a Bruker ESP 300 at X-band (9.5 GHz), 115 

with a field modulation of 100 kHz and an amplitude modulation of 1 mT. The measurements were performed at 116 

different microwave powers to avoid signal saturation. The inter-comparison of the X-band EPR signals was achieved 117 

by normalization to the mass of the sample, the gain, the amplitude modulation and the square root of power 118 

(expressed in mW). The same volume of sample, accurately weighted, was used for each spectral measurement to 119 

minimize inaccuracies due to the variation in the sample position within the EPR cavity. 120 

 121 

 122 

3. Results 123 

 124 

3.1. Optical absorption spectroscopy 125 

 126 

The glasses present different colors in terms of hue and saturation (Fig. 1), ranging from light cyan to sky blue 127 

with increasing alkali content. In addition to hue variations, the saturation of the coloration is larger in alkali rich 128 

glasses. This may be related to the chemical dependence of the Cu2+ site geometry and of the redox ratio Cu2+/Cutotal. 129 

The color change of these glasses occurs near 20 mol%, a value similar to the color change observed in binary alkali 130 

borate glasses doped with other transition elements, as above mentioned. 131 

 132 
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 133 

Fig. 1. Color of the investigated glasses 134 

 135 

 136 

137 
Fig. 2. Optical absorption spectra of Cu2+ in two potassium borate glasses. The spectra have been normalized to the 138 

same intensity of the Cu2+ absorption band, due to a higher absorbance at higher alkali content. The inset compares the 139 

Cu2+ absorption spectra in a Na-silicate glass and in aqueous solution (data after [24], modified), showing a similar 140 

trend. The spectra have been normalized to the same intensity of the Cu2+ absorption band for comparison purpose. 141 
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 142 

 143 

The optical absorption spectra of low- and high K-borate glasses show several differences (Fig. 2). Three 144 

spectral domains are recognized. (i) In the near infrared, an intense absorption near 3500 cm−1 arises from the 145 

stretching vibrations of hydroxyl impurities. This absorption of OH groups is more important in low alkali than in high 146 

alkali glasses. On the low wavenumber side, it is superimposed to an abruptly rising absorption due to the vibrations of 147 

the borate network, such as the first overtone of the [3]B-O stretching vibration near 2800 cm−1; ii) In the visible part of 148 

the spectrum, the large and asymmetrical Cu2+ absorption band is centered near 12500-13000 cm-1. This band is 149 

narrower by about 20% and less intense by 40% in the alkali-poor KB10 glass than in the alkali-rich KB33 glass. A 150 

similar difference is observed between an aqua-complex and a silicate glass (Fig. 2, Inset), which may arise from the 151 

disorder-induced distribution of the geometry of the Cu2+ sites in glasses by opposition to aqueous solutions; (iii) In the 152 

near UV, the position of the absorption threshold depends also on glass composition. It shifts to lower wavenumbers in 153 

alkali-rich compositions. As the intensity of the Cu2+ absorption band also increases in alkali-rich glasses, the 154 

modification of the UV threshold can be linked to an O2- → Cu2+ charge transfer, though an intervalence charge 155 

transfer Cu+ → Cu2+ may be another possibility, as suspected in other borate glasses [25]. The influence of an 156 

intraconfigurational 3d104s0→3d94p1 transition of Cu+ can be discarded as this transition occurs at wavenumbers 157 

above 35000 cm-1 and is not easily detected in glasses [26]. 158 
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 159 

Fig. 3. Optical absorption  spectra of binary alkali borate glasses for alkali R levels varying between 10 and 33 mol% 160 

R2O. (a): Li-borate glasses; (b): Na-borate glasses; (c): K-borate glasses. These spectra show similar differences 161 

between alkali-poor and alkali-rich glasses for the three spectral domains discussed in the text: OH stretching modes, 162 

Cu2+ crystal field band and UV-threshold. (d): Alkali-poor borate glasses show similar Cu2+ absorption band and 163 

possess the same transmission window, which give them a color independent of the nature of the alkali. 164 

 165 

 166 

Fig. 3 depicts the optical absorption spectra, after normalization to a linear absorbance scale. All spectra exhibit 167 

the broad Cu2+ absorption band centered near 12500-13000 cm-1, close to the boundary between the visible range and 168 

the near infrared. Its high-energy side absorbs red radiations, defining a characteristic transmission window in the blue-169 

green domain. The position and shape of this band vary with glass composition. In alkali-poor glasses, it is of low 170 

intensity and asymmetrical on its low wavenumber side with a shoulder near 10000 cm-1. We find a good agreement 171 
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between the position and width of the Cu2+ absorption band in these low alkali glasses and the data obtained in aqueous 172 

solutions, where Cu2+ occurs as hexa-aquo complexes [24,27]. At higher alkali content, the intensity and width of this 173 

band increase and an asymmetry appears on its high wavenumber side, due to a shoulder near 14 000 cm-1. The 174 

concentration and, to a lesser extent, the nature of the alkali influence the shape of the absorption band, as exemplified 175 

in Figs 3a, 3b and 3c, with the exception of the alkali poor glasses, for which the Cu2+ band is almost identical for the 176 

three Li, Na and K three XB9 glasses (Fig. 3d).  177 

The position of the Cu2+ absorption band shifts only by less than 5% over the glass composition range 178 

investigated (Fig. S2). The influence of the alkali content of borate glasses on the color imparted by Cu2+ is more 179 

limited than for other transition metal ions as Ni2+ [8] or Co2+ [9] that suffer major coordination changes in alkali borate 180 

glasses, from 6-, to 5- and 4-coordination at increasing alkali content. The small modifications observed in the optical 181 

spectra indicate the absence of such drastic coordination change of Cu2+ in this composition range. However, by 182 

contrast to the position of the band, its width increases by about 30% with the alkali content (Fig. 4) causing a 183 

perceptible color change (see 4.2). 184 

 185 

 186 

Fig. 4. Full width at half maximum of the Cu2+ band. The arrow indicates the value observed for the Cu2+ aqua ion 187 

[27], which is similar to the values observed in low alkali borate glasses. 188 

 189 

 190 

3.2 EPR spectroscopy 191 
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  192 

Fig. 5. EPR spectrum of Cu2+ in the KB33 and KB10 glasses. g∥ and g⊥ are the parallel and perpendicular components 193 

of the g-factor, respectively. The parallel signals are on the low field side of the spectrum, an indication of the 194 

elongation of the Cu2+ site. The parallel and perpendicular components of the hyperfine A-tensor, A∥ and A⊥, 195 

respectively, are designated by the interaction with the nuclear spin (varying from -3/2 to +3/2). The g-factor is defined 196 

by the relation hν=gβH, where ν is the microwave frequency, H is the applied magnetic field, β  is  the Bohr 197 

magneton, and h is the Planck constant. It is determined from the center of each hyperfine structure and its value is 198 

given for the two parallel structures of KB33 and KB10 glasses and for the perpendicular structure of KB33, which is 199 

resolved due to the large value of the hyperfine structure in high alkali glasses.  200 

 201 

 202 

The EPR data do not reveal the presence of Cu2+-rich clusters. The baseline is horizontal, indicating the absence 203 

of superparamagnetic contributions that would arise from Cu2+-rich clusters. Indeed, the presence of these clusters 204 

would be characterized by a broad and asymmetric signal, as observed in presence of copper oxide clusters and 205 

nanoparticles [28]. An abundant literature has been published on the EPR spectra of diluted Cu2+ in borate glasses [12-206 

14,18-20,22,25,29-31]. The spectra of the KB10 and KB33 glasses (Fig. 5) show two sets of well-resolved, equally 207 

spaced hyperfine components, characterizing the asymmetrical Cu2+ site. The parallel hyperfine structure occurs at a 208 
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lower magnetic field than the perpendicular structure indicating g// > g⊥ > 2.0023 (ge): this corresponds to an axial 209 

elongation of the octahedral Cu2+-site along the z-axis, with a ground state being the dx
2-y

2 orbital (2B1g state). The EPR 210 

signals occur at a lower magnetic field in the low alkali glass KB10 than in the high alkali glass KB33, indicating 211 

larger g-values in the former relative to the latter. As it will be discussed in §4.1, this spectral shift corresponds to 212 

larger Cuaxial-O bond lengths. This is in contrast to the clustering observed for other divalent transition metal ions (Ni2+, 213 

Co2+) and Zn2+ in low-alkali borate glasses [32,33].  214 

The position of the hyperfine components (Fig. 5) is characteristic of an axial Cu2+ signal. The perpendicular 215 

structure is narrower and less resolved in low-alkali than in high alkali glasses because of a smaller hyperfine splitting 216 

that causes the four hyperfine components to overlap. The parallel hyperfine structure shows a larger hyperfine 217 

splitting arising from the elongation of the Cu2+ site. It shows also a progressive inhomogeneous broadening and 218 

weakening with increasing magnetic field. The same behavior has been observed on the EPR spectra of Cu2+ in silicate 219 

glasses and aqueous solutions, the former being more disordered than the latter [34]. The spectra are better resolved in 220 

alkali-poor glasses, as previously observed for the optical properties (see 3.3). This indicates a more limited local 221 

disorder as compared to alkali-rich compositions, probably linked to the presence of [3]B-containing super-structural 222 

units(see 4.2). 223 

 224 

4. Discussion 225 

 226 

4.1 Structural information from EPR  227 
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228 
Fig. 6. Evolution of the EPR parameters as a function of the nature and concentration of the alkali. (a) and (b) represent 229 

the variation of the parallel and perpendicular g-factor, respectively; (c) and (d) represent the variation of the parallel 230 

and perpendicular hyperfine parameters, respectively. The arrow symbols indicate the values obtained for the EPR 231 

parameters (parallel components) of the Cu2+ hexa-aqua complex in D2h symmetry [data from 35,36]. 232 

 233 

 234 

Previous studies demonstrated that EPR parameters of Cu2+ show a marked chemical dependence in binary alkali 235 

borate glasses [12,13,22,37]. This dependence is similar for the parallel and perpendicular components (Fig. 6 and 236 

Table S1). However, as the g-factor decreases with increasing alkali content, the hyperfine coupling constant A follows 237 

an inverse trend. It results a noteworthy inverse linear relationship between g// and A// as a function of glass 238 

composition (Fig. 7a). A similar relationship has been observed in most glassy systems containing Cu2+ [37,38]. The 239 

seminal work of Peisach and Blumberg [39] established experimentally the general linear trend anti-correlating g// and 240 
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A// values in Cu2+ complexes. This inverse relation has been modeled by DFT calculations on Cu2+ complexes with 241 

oxygen ligands [40]. If we assume a similar behavior of the EPR parameters of Cu2+ in glasses and in solutions, 242 

decreasing g// while increasing A// values at higher alkali content corresponds to shorter Cu-Oequatorial bond lengths. Such 243 

a shortening increases the sharing of d-electron density between Cu2+ and its oxygen neighbors, i.e. a larger 244 

delocalization of Cu2+ d-electron density [40,41]. By contrast, large bond lengths enhance the localization of the d-245 

electron density on Cu2+ in alkali-poor borate glasses. It is of interest that the EPR parameters of these alkali-poor 246 

glasses are close to those found in aqua-complexes, as based on experiment [35] and DFT modeling [36]. This 247 

similarity between Cu2+ EPR parameters in alkali-poor borate glasses and in solutions is illustrated in Figs 6 and 7.  248 

 249 

 Fig. 7. (a): Correlation between the EPR parameters g// and A// in alkali borate glasses. The black square represents the 250 

value for Cu2 + aqua complexes using the data from [35,36]. (b): Evolution of the anisotropy of the g-factor, as 251 

expressed by Δg = g//- g⊥. 252 

 253 

 254 

The anisotropy of the g-factor, obtained from the difference between the parallel and the perpendicular g-factor 255 

components, characterizes the magnitude of the Cu2+ site distortion. This anisotropy decreases with increasing alkali 256 

content, indicating a smaller site distortion as compared to low alkali borate glasses (Fig. 7b). 257 

 258 

4.2 Optical properties of Cu2+ and the cyan to blue color change of borate glasses containing Cu2+ 259 

The molar extinction coefficient ε of Cu2+ increases with the alkali content of alkali borate glasses, 260 
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approximately doubling from 25 to 50 L.mol-1.cm-1 in the 11-33 mol% Na2O range [5]. The 50 L.mol-1.cm-1 value is 261 

consistent with that determined in similar air-melted Na2O-3B2O3 glasses by Duran and Navarro [42]. As the in-plane 262 

π-bonding parameter increases also at high alkali content (see 4.5), covalency effects may play a role in this evolution 263 

of ε values. 264 

The differences between low- and high-alkali borate glasses evidenced by EPR correspond also to a modification 265 

of the optical absorption properties of Cu2+, causing a color change easily detected by the naked eye (Fig. 1). It is 266 

characterized by a broadening of the Cu2+ absorption band and by a modification of its shape at high alkali content. 267 

This causes the transmission window to narrow around the blue region of the spectrum, giving rise to the color change 268 

visually observed. The absorption band may broaden because of a larger distribution of Cu-O bond lengths or from a 269 

modification of the intensity of the quadratic distortion of the Cu2+ site. As the EXAFS data obtained on Cu-containing 270 

alkali borate glasses show only a limited radial disorder of the Cu-O bonds [23], an O-Cu-O bond angle distribution 271 

may be at the origin of this broadening. 272 

After subtracting a linear baseline, the Cu2+ absorption band has been fitted with Gaussian components. The 273 

deconvolution is considered satisfactory when the residue is less than 1% of the source value at all points and the result 274 

remains stationary for different starting configurations tested. A Gaussian lineshape is expected for crystal field 275 

transitions scaled in wavenumbers [11,43] as it is a scaling proportional to energy. Only a few studies present  Cu2+ 276 

optical absorption spectra inadvertently Gaussian fitted on the basis of a wavelength scale [44]. A three-Gaussian 277 

modeling gives consistent results for all samples (Fig. 8a). It corresponds to the three electronic transitions expected 278 

from the analysis of the electron level diagram in D4h site symmetry (see 4.2).  279 

 280 

 281 

 282 
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Fig. 8. (a): Fitting of the main Cu2+ band into 3 Gaussian components for the optical absorption spectrum of the KB33 283 

sample. These three components are assigned to the three transitions expected in a distorted quadratic symmetry, as 284 

indicated on Fig. 10. The residual of the fit is shown at the bottom. (b): Position of the maximum absorbance and full 285 

width at half maximum (FWHM) of the ν1 Gaussian component. As the high wavenumber side of this band absorbs in 286 

the red-orange region of the spectrum (up to 20000 cm-1), a shift in its position will modify the glass color. 287 

 288 

 289 

For most glasses, the nature of the alkali has a limited influence on the energy of the electronic transitions. This 290 

is especially true for alkali-poor glasses, which present an almost identical absorption band, independently of the field 291 

strength of the alkali (Fig. 3d). By contrast, there is a marked difference between low and medium alkali glasses 292 

(Table S2). At low alkali levels, the Gaussian components ν1 and ν2 are closely located. As component ν3 is more 293 

distant, this causes an asymmetry of the low wavenumber side of the Cu2+ absorption band. At higher alkali content, 294 

the three components move away from each other. The increasing spacing between components ν1 and ν2 is 295 

responsible for the broadening of the band (Fig. 2). This causes an asymmetry of its high wavenumber side, affecting 296 

the transmission window in the visible range and modifying the color of the glass from cyan to blue. Indeed, the 297 

maximum spectral sensitivity of the human eye under daylight conditions is at wavenumbers close to 18000 cm-1. This 298 

makes the visual evaluation sensitive even to the minor variations of the Cu2+ absorption band. Indeed, the O2- to Cu2+ 299 

charge transfer band in the near UV does not affect the glass color as it absorbs only weakly the short wavelengths of 300 

the visible spectrum [26]. 301 
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In order to emphasize the evolution of the hue with glass composition, the colorimetric coordinates have been 302 

calculated by normalizing the absorbance of the Cu2+ band to an optical density of 10 (Fig. 9). The potassic glasses 303 

present the largest variation of color coordinates: as shown on Fig. 4, K-rich glasses show the broadest Cu2+ band, 304 

which absorbs more efficiently the red portion of the visible spectrum than in the other glasses. This results in a higher 305 

purity of the blue color. 306 

 307 

 308 

Fig. 9. Colorimetric coordinates of copper-doped alkali borates. The saturation has been overstated to make more 309 

explicit the colorimetric differences, as explained in the text. The purity of the color increases in high alkali glasses. 310 

 311 

4.3 Chemical dependence of Cu2+ crystal field parameters in alkali borate glasses 312 

Cu2+ has one unpaired electron, corresponding to the d9 configuration, extensively investigated in crystalline 313 

materials [11,45-47]. In an octahedral crystal field, the free ion term 2D splits into ground 2Eg and excited 2T2g levels and 314 

only one crystal field parameter, 10Dq, needs to be considered. As the Jahn-Teller effect lowers site symmetry down to 315 
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D4h or lower, three crystal field parameters (Dq, Ds, Dt) are operational and the 2Eg and 2T2g levels further split into 316 

2B1g(dx
2

-y
2) and 2A1g(dz

2) and into 2B2g(dxy) and 2Eg(dxz, dyz) levels, respectively. As a consequence, three optical 317 

transitions from the ground state 2Eg, are expected. They will be referred to as ν1, ν2 and ν3. (Fig. 10). 318 

 319 

 320 

Fig. 10. Schematic representation of the energy levels of the Cu2+ ions for tetragonally elongated octahedral 321 

coordination. Dq is the cubic field parameter and Dt and Dt are the tetragonal field parameters. The parameterization of 322 

the electronic levels is indicated on the right side of each level [after 11 and 43, modified].  323 

 324 

 325 

The Dq, Ds and Dt parameters define the energy difference between these levels [48]. The matrix elements for 326 

the four electronic states of Cu2+ in a D4h crystal field are given by the following set of equations: 327 

E(2A1g) = 2+6Dq − 2Ds − 6Dt (dz
2)         (1) 328 

E(2B1g) = 6Dq + 2Ds − Dt (dx
2

-y
2)          (2) 329 

E(2Eg) = −4Dq − Ds + Dt (dxz,dyz)          (3) 330 

E(2B2g)= −4Dq + 2 Ds − Dt (dxy)           (4) 331 
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Three d-d absorption bands are thus expected in tetragonal (D4h) symmetry and the three Gaussian components used to 332 

fit the Cu2+ absorption band may be assigned to the ν1, ν2 and ν3 transitions of Fig. 10, one in the near infrared and two 333 

in the red region of the visible spectrum [11,43]. This ordering of the energy levels is consistent with the EPR spectra. 334 

Indeed, the relation g// > g⊥ > 2.0023, observed for most Cu2+-site geometries (elongated octahedral, square pyramidal 335 

or square planar) is consistent with a dx
2

-y
2 ground state. 336 

The axial ligands govern Cu-site anisotropy. Their contribution creates a distorted tetragonal field, which shifts 337 

the d - d electronic transitions to lower energy relative to a square-planar geometry, as was shown by DFT calculations 338 

on Cu2 + aqua-complexes [36]. However, the dx
2

-y
2à dxy transition (ν2 transition) undergoes only a small influence 339 

from these axial ligands and remains at about the same value in all alkali borate glasses investigated (Table S2). By 340 

contrast, the effect of an axial coordination is more pronounced for the dx
2

-y
2à dz2  transition (ν3 transition). Indeed, 341 

the d-orbitals having "z" components (dxz , dyz
 
, dz

2) experience an increase in the electrostatic repulsion from axial 342 

ligands. 343 

The cubic Dq and tetragonal Ds and Dt crystal field parameters (Table S3) can be extracted from the value of 344 

the ν1, ν2 and ν3 transitions. The cubic parameter Dq has similar values for all glasses, at ca. 1220 cm-1, with only 1% 345 

dispersion. This value is consistent with those found in crystalline compounds [11]. The alkali concentration and field 346 

strength do not influence Dq and there is no chemical trend apparent. The tetragonal parameters show a distinct 347 

behavior. The Ds parameter values are dispersed by about 20%, without any significant trend but they remain in the 348 

same range as in minerals [11]. By contrast, the Dt parameter shows an inverse dependence with the alkali content 349 

(Fig. 11a), showing that Cu2+ sites are more distorted in low-alkali than in high-alkali borate glasses. Dt parameter 350 

values fit well within the range determined in most Cu-crystalline compounds [11,45-47]. 351 
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 352 

Fig. 11 (a) Evolution of the optically derived tetragonal crystal field parameter Dt with glass composition. (b) 353 

Evolution of the tetragonal distortion parameter derived from EPR (defined by the g///A// ratio, in cm values). The arrow 354 

symbol represents the value found for Cu2+ aqua complexes. 355 

 356 

4.4 Cu2+ site distortion 357 

The distortion of the Cu-site can be discussed at the light of the data obtained from EPR and optical 358 

spectroscopy: anisotropy of the g-factor and tetragonal distortion parameter for the former and tetragonal field 359 

parameter Dt and splitting of the Gaussian components of the Cu2+ absorption band for the latter. Figs 11a and 11b 360 

show that there is a similar chemical dependence of the tetragonal distortion parameter derived from optical absorption 361 

spectroscopy and from EPR. 362 

The anisotropy of the g-factor Δg (Δg = g//- g⊥), is also related to Cu2+ site distortion. ∆g is lower in alkali-rich 363 

than in alkali-poor borate glasses (Fig. 7b), an indication of a more symmetrical site. This is in line with the conclusion 364 

drawn above from the values of the g and A EPR parameters. They indicate that larger bond lengths occur in alkali-365 

poor borate glasses, which show EPR parameters similar to the values found in aqua- complexes. The Cu2+ site 366 

distortion may be also qualitatively estimated by a tetragonal distortion parameter defined by the g///A// ratio (in cm 367 

values) [41] and shown on (Fig. 11b): planar complexes give rise to values in the range 110-120 cm and an increasing 368 

tetragonal distortion corresponds to values in the range 130–150 cm and 180–250 cm from a slight to a strong 369 

distortion. In alkali borate glasses, we find a ratio between 150 and 200 cm. The lower values of this parameter with 370 

increasing alkali content confirm that the distortion of the Cu2+ site progressively decreases at high alkali content. 371 
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Complementary evidence for an increasing distortion of the Cu2+ site at high alkali content is provided by the 372 

large values of the Dt tetragonal field parameter (Fig. 11a) and by the broadening of the Cu2+ absorption band with at 373 

high alkali content (Fig. 4). These variations result from an increasing splitting of the Gaussian components evidenced 374 

by the band fitting (Table S1). 375 

 376 

4.5 The Cu-O bonding 377 

The parameters of the in-plane σ- and π-bonding between the Cu2+ d- orbitals and the ligand p-orbitals can be 378 

assessed by the parameters α2 and β1
2  that represent the contribution of the 3d atomic orbitals of the cupric ion to the 379 

2B1g and 2B2g anti bonding orbitals, respectively. The former measures the in-plane σ-bonding coefficient between the 380 

dx
2

-y
2 orbital of Cu2+ and the ligand 2p orbital (2B1g level). The latter describes the in-plane π-antibonding between the 381 

3dxy orbital of Cu2+ and the 2p-orbitals of the ligand (2B2g level). α2 and β1
2  are defined by the following relations 382 

[29,30,49,50]: 383 

α 2 =
7
4
A//
P

−
A
P
+
2
3
g // −

5
21
g
⊥
−
6
7

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

         (5) 384 

β1
2 =
E ν2( )
4λα 2

1−
g //
g
⊥

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥            (6) 385 

where P is the dipolar hyperfine coupling parameter, 0.036cm−1, A=[(1/3)A|| +(2/3)A⊥] and λ is the spin-orbit coupling 386 

constant (−828 cm−1). E(ν2) represents the energy of the ν2 (B1g àB2g) transition, as defined on Fig. 10. The fit of the 387 

broad Cu2+ absorption band gives a more reliable value of the energy of this electronic transition than the position of its 388 

apparent maximum, improving the evaluation of normalized covalency values. The α2 and  coefficients are 389 

indicators of the bonding character, with values between 0.5 and 1 (Table S4). A value of 1 indicates a purely ionic 390 

bond. If the overlapping integral is vanishingly small and α2 = 0.5, the covalency between the oxygen ligand orbitals 391 

and the dxy orbital is high. The values of α2 and  are close to those found in the literature for borate glasses covering 392 

a large set of compositions [12,13,38,41,50]. These parameters retain an intermediate value, showing that both the in-393 

plane σ-bonding and the in-plane-π-bonding between Cu2+ and O neighbors are moderately covalent. The values of α2 394 

β1
2

β1
2
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remain close to around 0.8 in the borate glasses investigated. By contrast, the parameter decreases at higher alkali 395 

content and lower cationic field strength, from Li- to Na- and K borate glasses (Fig. 12). This indicates a more covalent 396 

character of the Cu2+-O π-bonds, resulting from the weakening of the B-O bonds due to the progressive conversion of 397 

[3]B into [4]B with increasing alkali concentration. This is consistent with an increased electron delocalization in alkali-398 

rich compositions shown by EPR (see 4.1). 399 

 400 

 401 

Fig. 12. Chemical dependence of the bonding coefficient (in-plane π-bonding)  402 

 403 

 404 

4.6 Cu2+speciation in alkali borate glasses 405 

The chemical dependence of the spectroscopic properties of Cu2+ in alkali borate glasses is different from that 406 

observed for other divalent transition elements, as Co2+ or Ni2+. Indeed, these elements suffer a dramatic coordination 407 

change from 4- and/or 5-coordination in high or medium alkali borate glasses to 6-coordination at low alkali content 408 

[7,8,32,33]. This coordination change was rationalized by Wong and Angell [5] as resulting from the competition, in 409 

highly acid oxide glasses such as B2O3, between network formers such as B or Si and intermediate cations as transition 410 

elements for available oxygen ligands. By contrast, there is no coordination change of Cu2+ in alkali borate glasses. 411 

Instead, the distortion of the elongated Cu2+ octahedral sites varies as a function of glass composition. The equatorial 412 

and axial ligands of the Cu-site play a distinct role, the former being more strongly bound to Cu2+ than the latter. This 413 
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is illustrated by the structure of CuO, that is not a face-centered cubic (fcc) arrangement, as Cu2+ ions are only 414 

coordinated by four oxygen atoms, the two axial oxygen neighbors being in a remote position [51]. 415 

The detailed picture of the speciation of Cu2+ in alkali borate glasses brought by combining optical absorption 416 

and EPR data is consistent with these expectations, demonstrating an important compositional dependence of several 417 

key structural parameters. The Cu2+ sites are more distorted in alkali-poor than in alkali-rich compositions, as discussed 418 

in §4.4. The topology of these sites is also less distributed than in alkali rich glasses where disorder effects cause a 419 

broadening of Cu2+ optical absorption and EPR spectral features: in these compositions, the formation of [4]B provides 420 

an increased diversity of borate supergroups [2] that leads to a broader distribution of Cu-site geometry. The medium 421 

range order around Cu2+ obeys Pauling rules, as a consequence of the need for charge neutrality: [3]B and [4]B share 1 422 

and 0.75 v.u. charges with their O-ligands, respectively, which will modify the Cu-site geometry. This diversity of 423 

medium range organization is well illustrated by the crystal chemistry of crystalline Cu-borates [52-55] (Fig. S4). The 424 

absence of clustering of Cu2+ ions in low-alkali borate glasses is demonstrated by the absence of superparamagnetic 425 

contributions and of EPR signal broadening. It is probably one of the most original properties of these glasses. It is at 426 

variance to what is observed for other divalent transition elements Co2+ and Ni2+ and for Zn2+ in the same glass 427 

compositions [8,9,32,33]. 428 

 429 

4.7 Molecular scale scenarios using bond-valence approach 430 

Bond-valence requirements [56,57] constrain the role of borate groups due to the existence of two B 431 

coordination numbers. A preferential bonding of Cu2+ sites to either BO3 triangles or BO4 tetrahedra may be 432 

rationalized by considering bond-valence constraints: trigonal B brings a charge compensation of 1 valence unit (v.u.) 433 

to its oxygen ligands, as compared to 0.75 v.u. for tetrahedral B (Fig. 13a). This increases the charge deficit of the 434 

oxygen involved in bonding to a tetrahedral vs. a triangular boron. There is no strong bonding possible between a [3]B-435 

[3]B bridging oxygen and Cu2+ sites, the charge of this oxygen being already neutralized by the two [3]B-O bonds. This 436 

bonding requirement explains the contrast in the reactivity of borate melts for dissolving metals: it is noteworthy that 437 

molten B2O3 dissolves about 40 times less Cu2+ than molten alkali borate melts [58]. Such a difference may be related 438 

to the different coordination state of B between these two melts, [3]B in the former and [4]B in the latter. 439 

A simple scenario occurs for a [3]B linked to two Cu-sites (Fig. 13d), as the shared oxygen atoms receive 1 v.u. 440 

from B and twice 0.5 v.u. from the Cu2+ sites, ensuring their neutrality. Similarly, when an equatorial ligand serves as a 441 
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bridging oxygen [4]B-O-[4]B (Fig. 13b), its charge is compensated. As a consequence, the axial ligands are found in a 442 

remote position, as observed in crystalline alkali-copper borates (see Fig. S4), which avoids Cu2+ overbonding. 443 

 444 

 445 

Fig. 13. Structural order predicted from a bond-valence modeling. (a): the charge received by the bridging oxygen from 446 

its B-neighbors is deduced from the existing bonds, decreasing from 2.0 v.u. to 1.75 v.u. and 1.5 v.u. from the top to 447 

the bottom, as B coordination increases. (b) and (d) illustrate how oxygen atoms bridge Cu-sites and the borate 448 

framework. (c): Local structure of HT α-Li6CuB4O10, showing the charge compensating role played by Li+ ions. (e): 449 

weak contribution of the axial ligands in HT α-Li6CuB4O10 using calculations from Relation 9. 450 

 451 

 452 
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Alkalis help adjust the bond-valence requirements for oxygen atoms: in the scenario presented on Fig. 13c, the 453 

oxygen atom receives 1.5 v.u. from bridging to Cu2+ and [3]B and it receives an additional twice 0.25 v.u. charge 454 

compensation from the two Li+ neighbors.. The coordination number of the alkali plays an important role in the 455 

contribution of alkalis: as Li+ is tetrahedrally coordinated in α-Li6CuB4O10, and Na+ is 7-coordinated in Na2Cu2B12O21, 456 

Li+ and Na+ contribute 0.25 and 0.14 v.u., respectively. However, the size of the alkali does not modify the 457 

coordination number of Cu2+, which remains located in distorted octahedron geometry. As a consequence, the short-458 

range order in glasses does not correspond to a substitution mechanism (e.g. Cu2+ → Li+ (K+) evocated in borate 459 

glasses [59]. The coordination change observed in Li-, Na- or K- oxide glasses containing Co2+ or Ni2+ [7-9] does not 460 

correspond to such substitution schemes. Tetrahedrally coordinated transition elements in high K-glasses correspond to 461 

a network-forming position of Ni and Co, i.e. tetrahedral sites that are corner-linked to the glass framework. By 462 

contrast, bond-valence requirements impose higher coordination numbers of these transition elements in Li-glasses, the 463 

reverse to what would be expected by considering the size of the alkali. 464 

The bond-valence model provides a way to evaluate the relative charge sij of the equatorial and axial Cu2+ 465 

ligands as a function of the length of the bond Rij [56,57]: 466 

sij = exp
RO − Rij
B

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟            (9) 467 

where R0 and B are the bond-valence parameters of the ion pair ij, empirically defined as 1.67Å and 0.37Å, 468 

respectively, for Cu2+
 [57]. The application to the speciation of Cu2+ in borates is illustrated in Fig. 13e. In the high 469 

temperature polymorph of α-Li6CuB4O10, the Cu-Oequatorial distances are 1.86 and 2.03Å, as the Cu-Oaxial distance is 470 

2.82Å. The predicted bond-valence values are 0.6, 0.37 and 0.04 v.u., respectively. This demonstrates that, although 471 

minute modifications of the Cu-Oaxial distances modify the spectroscopic properties of Cu2+, the structural importance 472 

of such changes is limited in terms of electrical neutrality of the local structure. A nice demonstration of this sensitivity 473 

has been shown by co-doping experiments of sodium borate glasses with high field strength cations [14,18]. In that 474 

case, even low concentrations of additional cations modify the EPR signature of Cu2+ in these glasses. This is a 475 

consequence of the competition for charge compensation observed in multicomponent glasses: a high field strength 476 

cation as Zr4+ occurs in alkali-containing glasses as an octahedral species, which requires charge-compensating alkalis 477 

[60]. As underlined in other glass systems [60,61], the competition between various structural environments of cations 478 

is at the origin of the modification of glass properties, an illustration of the structure-property relationships in glasses. 479 
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Such a competition for charge-compensation between network forming (e.g. B3+) and networking elements (e.g. Zr4+) 480 

has been observed in Na-Ca alumino-borosilicate glasses with a decreasing preference in the order: Al> Zr> Zn>B 481 

[62]. It is interesting that the codoping experiments on sodium borate glasses [14,18] confirm that Zr competes 482 

favorably with B for charge compensation, forming [3]B at the expense of [4]B and accordingly modifying the local 483 

structure around Cu2+. 484 

These molecular-scale considerations predict that the effective charge of the axial ligands of Cu2+ increases with 485 

the alkali content of the glass, as they are more loosely attached to Cu2+ than the equatorial ones. The three scenarios 486 

depicted in Fig. 13a show that the charge deficit of a bridging oxygen decreases with the coordination state of its B 487 

neighbors, corresponding to the evolution expected for the B coordination number with decreasing alkali content in 488 

binary borate glasses. At low alkali levels, a lower effective charge of axial Cu2+ ligands leads to an increase of the Cu-489 

O bond length, resulting in a higher site distortion. As the planar [3]B sites favor rigid, 2D-based, polymeric 490 

supergroups [1,2], the local disorder is also expected to decrease at the same time.  491 

 492 

5. CONCLUSION 493 

 494 

R2O-B2O3 glasses containing 0.2 mol% CuO exhibit a cyan to blue color change as a function of the alkali content. 495 

These glasses were investigated using UV–vis-near IR absorption spectra and EPR spectroscopy. Optical absorption 496 

spectra show an asymmetric absorption band corresponding to three transitions of Cu2+ ions from the 2B1g(dx
2

-y
2) 497 

ground level to the partially empty 2A1g(dz
2), 2B2g(dxy) and 2Eg(dxz, dyz) levels, consistent with distorted Cu2+ octahedral 498 

sites. The correlation between the data obtained from EPR, as the anisotropy of the g-factor and the tetragonal 499 

distortion parameter- and from Cu2+ optical spectroscopy, as the tetragonal field parameter Dt and the splitting of the 500 

Gaussian components, shows that the Cu2+ sites are more distorted in alkali-poor than in alkali-rich compositions. Low-501 

alkali glasses show a noteworthy similarity with the spectroscopic parameters of aqueous Cu2+ complexes. These 502 

structural modifications are linked to a more covalent character of the Cu2+-O π-bonds, resulting from the weakening of 503 

the B-O bonds due to the progressive conversion of [3]B into [4]B with increasing alkali concentration. The Cu2+ sites 504 

are also more distributed in alkali rich glasses where the formation of [4]B provides a larger distribution of the geometry 505 

of borate supergroups that leads to a broader distribution of the geometry of Cu-sites. 506 
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The originality of the spectroscopic properties of Cu2+ as compared to Ni2+ or Co2+ in alkali borate glasses comes 507 

from several factors. For most spectroscopic parameters, the pertinent parameter is not the cation field strength but the 508 

cation concentration. The cation clustering observed for Co2+ and Ni2+ in low-alkali borate glasses is not observed for 509 

Cu2+. In contrast to borate glasses containing Co2+ or Ni2+, there is no coordination change as a function of glass 510 

composition, tetrahedral Cu2+ being rather seldom in oxide-based materials [52]. Instead of major changes of Cu2+ 511 

coordination , the spectroscopic properties show a modification of the axial elongation of the Cu2+ octahedral site with 512 

glass composition. This may result from the modification of the Jahn Teller effect by the local constraints due to glass 513 

structure, in particular in presence of rigid super-structural borate units in the alkali-poor compositions. 514 

Bond-valence considerations predict that the effective charge of the axial ligands of Cu2+ increases with the 515 

alkali content of the glass, affecting primarily the distortion of the Cu2+ site. The three scenarios depicted in Fig. 13a 516 

show that the charge deficit of a bridging oxygen decreases with B coordination, as the bond-valence of the B-O bond 517 

increases from 0.75 to 1 v.u. This causes a deficit of this bridging oxygen of 0.5, 0.25 and 0 v.u. for the [4]B -O-[4]B, 518 

[4]B-O-[3]B and [3]B-O-[3]B linkages, respectively, corresponding to the evolution expected for the B coordination 519 

number with decreasing alkali content in binary borate glasses. The charge deficit of the [4]B-O-[4]B bridging oxygen 520 

explains the [4]B maximum observed in alkali borate systems. As early as in 1952, Abe postulated that adjacent 521 

tetrahedral boron atoms are energetically unfavorable [64], because of the difficulty for large alkalis to fit in the glassy 522 

framework for achieving charge compensation around this bridging oxygen. 523 

These observations illustrate the usefulness of Cu2+ as a sensitive structural probe [63]. The coordination change 524 

usually observed for transition elements in alkali borate glasses is replaced by a modification of the distortion of the 525 

Cu2+ octahedral site This original property gives rise to more subtle color changes in the absence of drastic 526 

coordination changes. 527 

 528 
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